
2015 MAPSym Photographers Agreement
The following release pertains to all photographers participating in the 
2015 Mid-America Photography Symposium Photo Rebate.

Name:  __________________________________________________________________________

Address:  ________________________________________________________________________

E-mail: __________________________________________________________________________

Phone: __________________________________________________________________________________
 
Failure to follow these guidelines could result in nullification of the MAPSym Photo Rebate. 

1) MAPSym Photo Rebate: MAPSym is a TFP (Trade For Prints) event negotiated between the volunteer models, the MAPSym committee, 
and you. A $25.00 rebate from the MAPSym registration fee is given out when the signed photographers agreement and a minimum of 25  
(copyright/insignia/watermark free) JPEG images from the event are submitted to the MAPSYM 2015 committee. 

2) Symposium images can be uploaded to the smugmug account, by June 15. Ensure the name of the image file is contains your full name to 
ensure proper delivery of the rebate check. 

3) Symposium attendees not submitting images by the June 15, 2015 deadline forfeit the rebate opportunity.

4) Copyright Release: As a participant in a TFP event between MAPSym and the models, attendees returning images for the rebate release 
copyright for fair use of images taken during the 2015 Symposium to the MAPSym committee, and the photographed model, with the right of 
reproduction either wholly or in part for the purpose of promotion or self display.

5) Images of the models are a priority though other images taken during the symposium are also acceptable.

6) You are asked to submit your best images, and take the time to color correct and edit any images to the best of your abilities.

I understand that the MAPSym committee, models or assignees can use the above-mentioned photographs either separately or together, 
either wholly or in part, and in any medium.

The Photographers, licensees or assignees may have unrestricted use of these for purposes, including advertising, and promotion, with 
retouching or alteration to advance image appearance. 

NOTE: Digital files must be free of watermarks, logos or other copyright and insignia. 

Link to the online gallery and instructions for image upload will be emailed following the conclusion of MAPSym.

Signed: ________________________________________________  Date: ______________

If you are unable to use the online galery you are free to submit a CD with the images to:

MAPSym
1722 N. College Ave. Ste. C 129
Fayetteville, AR 72703


